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This completely revised edition reflects all of the new question types that will appear on the NEW

SAT, scheduled to be administered in Spring 2016. This book contains:A diagnostic test and four

full-length practice tests with all questions answered and explainedAn overview of the SAT, an

explanation of the test's scoring method, and study adviceTest-taking tactics for the exam as a

whole, and special strategies for each part of the testSubject reviews covering all of the sections on

the new testDetailed instruction in writing the optional SAT essayAn optional CD-ROM that features

additional full-length practice exams with automatic scoring and fully explained answers.
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I wish I could give it 4.5 stars, but I'll give it 5 anyways and why: IT'S THICK! Sure, the book doesn't

have EVERYTHING, but it's enough for a good review/prep. I am not particularly using this for SAT

prep, as much as I am using it as a reference.The heaviest parts of the book focus primarily on the

math part of the test. I'm 100% forgetful when it comes to math, so I am grateful over how dense it

is. It pretty much goes over everything you will need to know on the math portion. My favorite part of

the math section are all the tactics they give you. WHY WASN'T I AWARE OF THEM ALL? The

book literally give you tips and tricks on how to solve problems quick and easy without using the

least math as possible, or at least using no-brainer equations. I have already graduated college and

this is the first time I have ever been excited about math.The second heaviest part of the book



works on the reading, language, and (optional) essay portion of the test. It's not as dense as the

math section (which I know some people were upset about), but it does have some very interesting

tactics. The book spends a while on grammar and has a very handy section on how to recognize

question types on the reading section. The book also provides their own little dictionary that

students can use to look up words while they are doing everyday reading. It's a compiled list of

words most likely to appear on the test. The essay part is optional, but it's a good writing review and

goes over how to write a great essay, which is handy in college!A really nice bonus are the

vocabulary flash cards at the back of the book. I already know a lot of the words from my constant

use of them in writing stories, but a refresher is always nice.
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